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CHRISTIAN JORGENSEN

Conspicuously in the foreground of western artists 
stands the figure of Christian Jorgensen, "Chris" to his nu
merous friends, admirers, and associates, the "Chris" of a 
thousand canvases, all of them argued by their proud posses
sors into the position of his best. The story of their crea
tor centers attention upon a combination of courage and ge
nius which has proved an unbeatable fusion. A painter who 
has lived amid and loved the subject matter of his art, 
Jorgensen's pictures of the Yosemite Valley and the Missions 
of California are monuments of early art in this country. 
His studies made from the ruins of San Francisco, commemorat
ed a passing phase of American life and recorded the pictur
esque side of a tragedy. His paintings of the old Catholic
Missions, which range over the country from San Francisco to 
Mexico, are interesting from an architectural as well as ar
tistic standpoint. They depict the efforts of the Francis
can monks in behalf of the Indians nearly a century and a 
half ago.

YOUTH AND EARLY TRAINING
Chris Jorgensen was born in Christiania (now Oslo), 

Norway, in 1859, of seafaring folk. The artist's birthplace, 
however, matters little, for it claimed him less than a dec-? 
ade. His pride as well as his achievements belong to the
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land of his adoption. His journey from Christiania was sig
nificant, because artistic development in San Francisco was 
then within the reach of a penniless boy. Talent like his 
would have revealed itself in any land, but its revelation 
was advanced by the generous care of California. It was so 
that Chris Jorgensen viewed the situation, and therein lay 
one of the most admirable traits of a character in which 
many rare qualities resided.

Thus, when only ten years old, young Jorgensen and 
his mother sot out for San Francisco. They sailed to the 
Isthmus of Panama,walked across the Isthmus, and re-embarked. 
Arriving in San Francisco in 1869, Jorgensen was reared and 
attended school there.

In 1870 the world of art In San Francisco had broad
ened its horizon. Devotees were interesting themselves in 
the founding of the colony which has since become famous, 
while young Chris was vainly wrestling with the essentials 
in San Francisco grammar schools. Life had great responsi
bilities even at the age of ten, for the mother and five 
children were dependent on daily earnings for their support. 
Many ways were devised by the ten year old Chris, who inves
tigated all forms of endeavor that might give a bigger bal
ance to the weekly income* From ten to fourteen he gave no 
odds to education, nor to drawing, but in 1874, satisfied 
that the latter had gained the ascendancy fairly, he went 
over happily to the side of art.
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CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF DESIGN OPENS
On the opening day of the California School of De

sign, February 14th,1874, young Jorgensen entered the school, 
now called the California Art Association. He was fourteen 
years old and was the first pupil to obtain a scholarship at 
this institution. His taste for drawing had at last found 
expression. Jorgensen took his first lesson under Virgil 
Williams, who was kind to him and took much interest in his 
progress. In his later years as an artist, he said that he 
owed everything to his faithful instructor (Virgil Williams), 
who was in many ways a father to him while attending the 
school. During this period young Chris took every handicap 
as an urge to greater effort and though the hours in his 
black and white studies had to be divided with the daily 
bread winning, the end of the trail was reached amazingly 
soon. Jorgensen, at this time of his career, also carried 
on his education, other than painting, by attending the old 
Lincoln Grammar School at night,where he corrected a deform
ity of his feet by pushing them into the iron bars of the 
desks, tears rolling down his face, while the other students 
were out for recess.

Chris Jorgensen was an architect for five years be
fore he was nineteen, attending the Life Claas in the after
noons, and doing full justice to both pursuits. The charm 
that hung about oils for him set its seal upon his early work, 
and although he surrendered to the lure of watcrcolors from
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time to time, both fields gained by the changing. In seven 
years he had covered the rise of ground that led to an in- 
structorship, and in 1881 to 1883 he was assistant director 
of the School of Design.

JORGENSEN'S ROMANCE
Enrolled, with Jorgensen throughout his training 

years were students who have since become celebrated artists, 
and when he was made an Instructor there came into his sketch 
class as a pupil, a Miss Angela Ghirardelll, a young society 
girl of San Francisco. Jorgensen's interest manifested it
self promptly and the charm of oils paled before the bright
er claim of romance. The necessity for increasing his earn
ings caused him to put greater zeal into his lithography stu
dio.

Also about this time an interesting picture which 
he called "Along the Wharf" was finished. It was admirably 
executed and attracted much attention when it appeared at an 
exhibition given by the Art Association. On the opening 
night the picture found ready sale and thereafter disappeared 
from the gallery. But it had hung there long enough to be 
seen and appraised by Miss Ghirardelll,who fancied it might
ily. Jorgensen, with the ardor of the twenty year old suit
or, made a successful attempt to recover it. He presented 
it to his pupil on an impending anniversary and it became 
the first of many canvases to fall into the hands of his fair
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critic. Their marriage was consummated in the following year 
and the appreciative appraisal of his artistic wife has con
tinued the wise and just spur to his work for over fifty 
years. "The Red Stack Row Boats" was a water color that drew 
immediate attention and set the young artist apart in a sec
ond field.

HIS TRIP TO ITALY
With the exception of two years spent in Italy, 

Jorgensen lived in California ever since his boyhood. The 
two years in Italy were productive of development and brought 
the name of Chris Jorgensen before the artists of Europe. 
Many sketches made there grew into pictures in later years, 
but the subjects caught and finished under Italian skies are 
as great as any of his achlevments. Notable in this group 
was the "Five Italian Fisherman" which hung in the White Pal
ace in Genoa and held honorable position there. It is char
acteristic of the man that these fine heads were brought home 
to delight his fellow Americans. Incidentally, his Italian 
sojourn was also Instrumental in awakening Jorgensen's ar
tistic spirit to the beauty and grandeur of Yosemite Valley. 
During his Italian visit Europeans asked Jorgensen about the 
Yosemite Valley and he was unable to answer their questions, 
so when he returned he made what was intended to be a short 
trip, built a home there and stayed nineteen years.
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YOSEMITE AT LAST
He arrived In Yosemite in June 1899; at once estab

lished a camp in a comfortable tent; arranged some Indian 
blankets and baskets into a cozy out-of-door sitting room, 
and prepared to make a summer of it. Every day found the 
artist afield and extremely busy. His white umbrella, so 
rare a sight in the valley, could be seen pitched any morn
ing at sunrise at some fascinating point in the valley, ei
ther to watch the miracle of a new day in Mirror Lake, or to 
see the first pink rays on some lofty precipice. In the aft
ernoon his umbrella would be at the opposite side of the val
ley as he painted the long, deep shadows of late afternoon 
with the air quivering and vibrating all around him,and great 
white clouds tumbling over the head of Half Dome bound home 
from some distant thunder-shower.

After his first summer in Yosemite, Jorgensen de
cided to stay. He painted some special large and small pan
els of El Capitan, and each one found ready sale. W. G. 
Stafford bought the "Half Dome". James D.Phelan, Miss Head, 
Mr. Hamilton, Mrs. J. A. Fillmore, Donald Y. Campbell, Mrs. 
Whitmore, all bought pictures while in the valley, and many 
more were sold at Jorgensen's exhibition at the Bohemian Club 
in 1899. Some of these people bought more than one picture; 
each bought the scene which he or she liked best. Mr. Camp
bell chose the views of "Three Brothers" looking across the 
valley at sunset. Mr. Whitmore selected "Cathedral Spires."
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After the years abroad the artist gave most earnest 
concentration to the portrayal of scenes in the Yosemite Val
ley, then an uncrowded and withdrawn spot. His studio was 
built and from it the rugged peaks were reproduced on can
vases that have acquainted the world with the sincerity of 
his genius. Open house was established for the foregathering 
of friends and in the quietude and splendor of the great val
ley a gay band often looked on as the huge head of Half Dome 
took form upon canvas. One of the best of the large oils of 
Yosemite created its own atmosphere in a steam-heated hos
pital room far from the valley, and apparently suffered none 
from the lack of native color. Another of the best of his 
valley paintings, "Yosemite in Winter", was made in a black 
snowy season in the studio. Happy Isles was his favorite 
sketching point. His home is now used as a headquarters for 
Government rangers.

JORGENSEN'S YOSEMITE STUDIO 
Hot long after Jorgensen's first visit in the Yo

semite Valley, he built one of the most unique studios in 
that part of the country. Almost immediately after its com
pletion it became one of the show places in Yosemite Valley. 
Picturesquely located on the banks of the Merced River, just 
across the bridge from Sentinel Hotel. During the summer 
season it was used as the gathering place, each evening, of 
the hotel guests and the many friends of the artist and his
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gracious wife. Of the studio, The Argonaut, September 11, 
1905, said:

"Mr. Jorgensen's studio is a surprise and a 
revelation— perfectly appointed, decorated in 
good taste, well lighted with electricity so 
that every picture shows to the best possible 
advantage, and ornamented, with an artistic open 
fireplace that is the envy of every tourist who 
gazes upon it. In fact, upon entering the mod
est little building, you are hardly prepared to 
find in the midst of California's rugged won
derland a cozy studio, which, if transplanted 
bodily to San Francisco, would bo looked upon 
as an ideal city exhibition room and an excel
lent setting for Jorgensen's valuable collec
tion of Yosemite paintings."

YOSEMITE BRAWL
When Jorgensen moved to the Yosemite Valley he se

cured a dollar-a-ycar lease for the privilege of selling his 
paintings. He obtained this concession from the State Com
missioners, and it was not to expire until October 31, 1914. 
In 1909, however, shortly after he obtained the lease, Major 
H. C. Benson, formerly acting Superintendent of the National 
Park, protested in vigorous but official language in his an
nual report, against Jorgensen's extremely small fee. In his 
report Benson claimed that the lease was an "unconscionable 
bargain", which the well-known artist had. made with the Yo
semite Commissioners. He called it an "absurdly low price" 
and intimated that he would like to see Jorgensen pay more 
for his concession.

At the time of the controversy, all the Yosemite 
Valley privileges were farmed out by Uncle Sam. Whether it
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was a stage company, a hotel camp or a photograph studio, or 
even the right to peddle milk, Uncle Sam must receive a for
mal application from the person wishing to indulge in such 
commercial pursuits, and Uncle Sam had the sole right to say 
"yes" or "no". However, some of the concessions in the Na
tional Park at the time of this incident, dated back beyond 
the time when the Yosemite Valley was under Federal control. 
Such was the nature of Jorgensen's concession. Though no 
longer acting superintendent of the valley at the time of 
the Incident, Major Benson dropped his plea in Uncle Sam's 
ear in his last report.

Jorgensen in turn argued and offered the simple ex
planation that he spent several thousand dollars on his pic
turesque bungalow and studio and that he realized the rule 
that all this investment reverted to Uncle Sam, to have and 
to hold, when his lease should expire. Jorgensen figured 
that Uncle Sam would be compensated, therefore,even if there 
were any "unconscionable bargain" in effect at the time.

Besides painting,Jorgensen did some social service 
by opening his cozy studio daily for the entertainment of 
visitors. Incidentally, it was the only place in the 
Yosemite where Theodore Roosevelt stayed during his flying 
trip through the valley in 1906.

ROOSEVELT HIS FRIEND
Jorgensen numbered many national figures among his 

close friends. One of them was the late President Theodore
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Roosevelt. When the President made his trip through the Yo
semite, he called on Jorgensen and the two became good 
friends. The President was attracted to the artist's home 
and stopped.to look at his pictures. At sight of Jorgensen's 
dining room, he exclaimed: "Why, it is early Dutch, isn't
it? With your permission I will sit here and rest." The 
conversation that followed was thus published in the Wash
ington Herald, December 16, 1906:

"'Where did you obtain your Dutch furniture,
Mr. Jorgensen?' 'It was made right here in 
Yosemite, Mr* President,' replied the artist.
'And who made it?' inquired the distinguished 
guest. 'I did,' was Mr. Jorgensen's reply."
Ir response to the invitation extended on that oc

casion Jorgensen paid the President a visit at the White 
House. The press comment stated that the following saluta
tion was uttered:

"'Wait a minute,' exclaimed the President, di
rectly he perceived the artist. 'I'll have 
your name in one minute! You are the man who 
paints pictures of the Yosemite and makes 
Dutch furniture!'"

HIS EARLY WORKS
As early as 1885 Jorgensen's fame as a landscape 

painter was well established. Late in that year he complet
ed a genre picture, a study from life. The picture presented 
the interior of a settler's cabin in the mountains perusing 
a letter from some far-off dear ones, by the fire-light glow. 
The head of the settler was full of character.
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In 1885 "San Francisco Docks" was finished. This 
was an interesting natural scene, and one looked upon with 
much favor by frequenters of the waterfront. It was a water- 
color of the broad school. The tugs and other small craft 
moored at the wharves,the gray-blue water and the hazy back
ground, were carefully studied by the artist. The boats were 
remarkably well drawn, also the loungers about the wharves, 
the light smoke slowly issuing from the black funnels, the 
calm surface of the water, depicting the lazy side of life 
along the docks.

At the spring exhibition of the San Francisco Art 
Association in 1887, Jorgensen exhibited a marine view. The 
picture was a bit of the bay with J. Mcrvyn Donahue's yacht, 
"Nellie," as a feature of the watercolor composition. During 
this same year Jorgensen worked on a study of the old ship, 
"Halcyon." He also made a study of a hay scow at the foot of 
Third Street, San Francisco.

Four years later, we find Jorgensen busily engaged 
on a large picture of the Vernal Falls,Yosemite Valley, which 
he completed in the same year (1901). He also devoted his 
time to the study of snow scenes for which the winter valley 
is famous.

THE GRAND CANYON OF THE COLORADO
Jorgensen's success in depicting the wonders of the 

Grand Canyon equals the excellent work he has done in repro
ducing the beauties of the Yosemite and the Big Trees. Early
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in the year 1909, he exhibited a view of the Colorado Canyon 
at the Courvoisier's Art Gallery in San Francisco. The paint
ing was conceded by those who saw it to be one of the best 
the artist had done. In connection with the color effect of 
the picture, Lucy B. Jerome, in the San Francisco Call, Jan
uary 10, 1909, wrote:

"The coloring, instead of being brilliantly 
harsh, as is often the case with the reproduc
tions of this natural wonderland, is soft and 
mellow, the effect being apparently produced 
by leaving exposed in various places the white 
paper on which it is painted, while the colors 
are laid on in the rock formations with great 
subtlety and skill. The effect of depth down 
the sheer sides of the canyon is very notice
able, and the picture, which is already sold, 
has excited a good deal of comment.
"....The effect of Jorgensen's painted rock 
cliffs is magnificiently impressive. Old cas
tles and buttressed fortresses seem to rise a- 
mong the * rocks as if fashioned by mighty ar
chitects and builders."

PICTURE OF YOSEMITE
In 1908 Jorgensen exhibited a large canvas of the

Yosemite. The picture was painted from a spot not often
chosen. The frowning steeps of El Capitan loom on the left
of the scene, with Cloud's Rest and Half Dome shrouded in
exquisite deep blue haze at the end of the canyon, in which
also are caught glimpses of the Royal Arches and Sentinel
Dome. In writing about this picture, Lucy B. Jerome, in the
San Francisco Call, September 27, 1908, said:

"The first impression of the picture is inevi
tably striking through the handling of the fine
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color effects and the sense of depth and space 
conveyed. The light, brilliant yet soft blue, 
of the Half Dome is remarkable in its render
ing, the edges being almost too rigidly defined 
for haze effects, but the general impression 
is that of light and majesty."
In addition to this wonderful piece of work, Jor

gensen also finished within the same year a number of stu
dies of the Yosemite. All the falls, either in the dry sea
son or the rainy; a number of big trees, in which work he 
was markedly successful; and numerous other sketches made 
from every available point in the valley were brought to 
completion.

"THE FIRE OF 1906"
Of the few artists who attempted to paint the San 

Francisco fire of 1906, Jorgensen was among the first. His 
painting, which is called "The Fire of 1906", is really the 
aftermath of the fire. The sky shows a rift of blue through 
the pinkish gray, smoky clouds which are beginning to clear. 
The streets shown are in ruins and deserted and one senses, 
through a deft rose tint applied to the grayness of the ash
es that they are still smoldering. It gives a fine, subdued 
yet glowing hue to the painting, while silvery gray ash dust 
covers everything. The one object left standing is the tower 
of the City Hall, giving a prophetic tone to the picture.

This picture, which is Jorgensen's largest one of 
San Francisco, is a graphic portrayal of the city. It was 
painted at dawn two weeks after the disaster. The artist
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accomplished this work from the roof of a high building, 
where he went morning after morning before the scene was 
marred by the presence of workmen. A smaller study repre
sented the most picturesque ruin of the city— all that re
mained of the City Hall. Before his death in 1935, Jorg
ensen presented "The Fire of 1906" to the library of the 
Mechanics' Institute in San Francisco, where it still is. 
It measures three and one-half feet by seven and one-half 
feet.

"MARIPOSA GROVE"
Each of Jorgensen's large pictures in oil repre

sents several weeks spent in the solitude of a tent. It was 
the artist's custom to live by himself while painting the 
famous pictures of the valley.

"Mariposa Grove", considered by many as one of the 
finest pictures that ever came from the brush of Jorgensen, 
shows this well-known spot in late September. It is an hour 
of the afternoon, and the western light filters through the 
majestic trees in charming effect. It is a picture at sight 
of which persons familiar with the region will exclaim: 
"Why, I recognize that place; I've been there! That is the 
big Wawona tree everybody drives through!"

Of this picture the Washington Herald, December 16, 
1906, said:

"The familiarity of the subject would hardly 
justify its popularity were the picture less
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skillfully and faithfully painted. Indeed, a 
subject that is extensively photographed and 
rendered hackneyed by illustration, is consid
ered difficult for a painter to handle, but 
this painting portrays the beautiful drive a- 
mong the sentinel trees in its most exquisite 
light. It is delicately and poetically han
dled."

"The Yosemite from Artists' Point" was another 
large painting in oil by Jorgensen to be well acclaimed at 
the time of its completion. Jorgensen has beautifully caught 
the blue mist, which for three months of summer bathes the 
mountain heights in a wondrous color haze, and has wrought 
it into the picture with great skill.

"The High Sierras Overlooking the Grand Canyon of 
the Tuolumme" occupied the place of honor at an exhibition 
of the Bohemian Club in San Francisco, in 1906. The picture 
is especially rich in charm and in direct harmony with it; 
the "Cathedral Spires" of the valley are painted to advan
tage amid their beautiful surroundings.

Then there was a study called "Monterey Cypress". 
In the estimation of the artist it was one of his happiest 
achievements.

JORGENSEN EXHIBITS IN WASHINGTON 
In the year 1906, Jorgensen was induced by a Dr. 

Miriam to exhibit in' Washington. . The exhibition, which was 
held at the Cosmos Club of that city, consisted of watercolor 
and oil paintings of the Yosemite Valley and the Missions of 
California.
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While several other artists had made a study of the 
missions in California, this was the first complete collec
tion, exhibited in that city of the twenty-one original mis
sions, established over a century ago by the Spanish padres 
and built under their direction by the Indians. Some of the 
missions are in excellent state of preservation, and others 
in picturesque ruin. Their style of architecture lends it
self to the artistic needs in a manner surprising to many 
who have not traveled in the outlying districts of Califor
nia. For five years, Jorgensen made a continuous study of 
the missions, their architectural beauty,both as a draughts
man as well as a colorist. During his life Jorgensen made 
upward of eighty studies in watercolor of the missions, and 
a complete set in oils.

His Washington exhibition also included views of 
San Francisco, as it lay in ruins after the great earthquake 
and fire; and of the California coast, and of the missions 
of Texas.

On more than one occasion Jorgensen referred to 
his work among the missions as characterizing one of the hap
piest experiences of his life. At one time he and his wife 
drove through that region with a horse and buggy, sometimes 
camping in the open over the night, sometimes reaching shel
ter, sketching and painting through long weeks of fair weath
er and making friends with the custodians of the missions.
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The old San Jose Mission, now utilized as a wine 
repository and overgrown with vines; the Carmel Mission with 
its outstanding belfry and sacred to the faithful as the bur
ial place of Junipero Serra,the founder of the missions; the 
Santa Inez and many others— twenty-one in all— too numerous 
to specialize, offered an absorbing study of one of America's 
most picturesque features. One notably beautiful and exqui
site watercolor by Jorgensen showed all that remains of the 
Santa Isabella Mission, part of the wall and the bell sup
ports in the belfry. It is a desolate picture full of atmos
pheric charm and sentiment.

JORGENSEN PAINTS PICTURE OF YOSEMITE FOR MEAT MARKET
In the year 1914, one of the most interesting in

cidents in the entire course of Jorgensen's artistic career 
happened. Taken for a sign painter, he willingly endowed 
the youthful proprietor of a newly established meat market 
in Yosemite Valley with one of his masterpieces in oil as a 
sign for this young man's butcher shop. At the time Jorgen
sen's studio was one of the most, if not the most, popular 
among the rich tourists who frequent the valley, and were 
able and willing to pay hundreds of dollars for any of his 
paintings of Yosemite. Not only was Jorgensen famous for 
his paintings, but he was also very much liked by the vil
lage folk for his sociable nature. To the tradesmen, guides, 
livery-men, drivers and the like, he was simply "Chris", the
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painter̂ , best known as the patron of the local base-ball team 
and Boys' Club. The former could hardly exist without him, 
and to the latter he gave a club house. In short, he was a 
hero to every boy in the valley. Now for the story of the 
meat shop sign, as it was told by one of his friends shortly 
after the incident.

"Chris," said one of his young proteges, "do you 
paint signs? You know I'm going to open a meat market here 
in the village and I want a sign. If you'd paint me a sign 
I'd be glad to pay for it. You know I don't like to send 
the work out of the valley." "Sure," said Jorgensen, when 
he had recovered from the shock of being taken for a sign 
painter. "I'll paint a sign for you." And so Jorgensen 
painted a fine picture of the Great Yosemite Falls pouring 
over its half mile of perpendicular cliff and with its beau
tiful foreground of forest, meadow and river* This picture 
he had framed by inserting it in a large pine board, planed 
and varnished and decorated with a well-executed picture of 
a sheep's head. The frame had the simple legend in large 
letters, "Yosemite Meat Market."

It is needless to say that Jorgensen's name did 
not appear in the painting. But his failure to sign his pic
ture had not concealed its origin. One of his friends, vis
iting the valley at the time, discovered him at work on the 
unique signboard and,bit by bit,wormed the story out of him.
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"You see," said Chris, "I like this young fellow's 
enterprise and loyalty. He is hardly more than a boy, but 
he's starting in business on his own account. Then he didn't 
want to send the job out of the valley. So I just had to do 
it. Of course, you know, I wouldn't do a thing like this for 
money."

From this little incident we can see Jorgensen's 
goodfellowship and sociable nature,which won him a legion of 
friends.

INDIAN PRINCE ORDERS PICTURES OF YOSEMITE 
During the long period of years that Jorgensen 

spent in the Yosemite, many a tourist has gone from the val
ley,bearing a beautiful souvenir of the trip in the shape.of 
a canvas painted by the celebrated artist. But that was not 
all, for at one time an Indian ruler, the celebrated Prince 
of Baroda, ordered three pictures to adorn his palace in In
dia. The Prince, who was then going through the valley on 
a visit,saw Jorgensen's pictures. He at once selected three 
to buy. The manager of the Prince, however, who seemed to 
have authority in the premises, where disbursement of money 
was involved, ruled that one example of Jorgensen's genius 
was ample, and hence two of the three gems were rejected. 
For the accepted picture, Jorgensen received five hundred 
dollars.
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A MODEL'S STORY CF JORGENSEN
Jorgensen's sociable nature is known to his legion 

of friends. Whether they were young ones or old ones,China
men or Japanese, Jorgensen always had a word of greeting to 
them all. His congenial nature endeared him to the hearts of 
all who knew him. Among his numerous friends and admirers is 
the Daws family, a household of models, all of whom live in 
San Francisco. Father, mother and daughter all know the ropes 
in modeling,but old Mrs.Daws is the one who enjoys the work.

"One of my pictures was at the World's Fair," 
she will tell you proudly. "It was the 'Tamale 
Woman' by Arthur Mathews. I was the old woman.
"Do you know Jorgensen,the artist? I've posed 
for him a lot of times and my husband has,too.
Last Christmas he gave a party to all his mod
els, and if it wasn't the best thing that hap
pened in San Francisco! Young ones and old 
ones and Chinamen and Japanese, and all the 
people he had ever painted. And there was a 
Christmas tree and presents for everybody. I 
got a shawl and some gloves, wasn't that fine?
And Mr. Jorgensen laughed and danced and said 
everybody had to sing. And we had ice cream 
and other things. My! That was a fine time!"

DEATH OF JORGENSEN
During his last years, Jorgensen showed the same 

tenacity and courage which made him a pioneer in unsettled 
lands and made him overcome his deformity. At one time, 
while recovering from a serious operation at Lake Merritt 
Hospital, Oakland, he had his easel and paints brought to 
him. There, propped up in bed, he finished a six by four 
foot painting of Yosemite.
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With the late George Sterling,Jorgensen was one of 
the pioneers who made Carmel an artist's colony. His old 
home in that locality was transformed into the present La 
Playa Hotel.

Chris Jorgensen died, June 9, 1935, at the age of 
seventy-five. His death came after a brief illness and mark
ed the culmination of a long period of artistic activity. 
The first student to enroll in the California School of Fine 
Arts, he achieved fame through the paintings of Yosemite, 
the Sierra Nevada Mountains and the California desert. He 
painted many pictures Of the Grand Canyon, the Arizona des
ert, and the twenty-one California missions. He gave a num
ber of his paintings to the Bohemian Club and the Press Club, 
of which he was a life member.

CONCLUSION
He was survived by his widow, Angela Jorgensen,and 

a son, Virgil. And so ended the brilliant career of this 
man, almost all of whose life was devoted to the cause of 
art. Upon the death of Mrs. Jorgensen her will requested 
that two hundred and fifty of Jorgensen's paintings be given 
to the Yosemite National Park. These have been accepted by
the National Park Service and are now on exhibit at Yosemite
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CHRISTIAN JORGENSEN 
REPRESENTATIVE 

WORKS
San Francisco Docks, 1885
"Nellie" (Yacht in water-color), 1887
"Halcyon" (Old ship in water-color), 1887
Cathedral Rocks and Spires, 1899
Half Dome in the Alpen Glow, 1899
Three Brothers, 1899
The Fire of 1906, 1906
Missions of California (80 water-color sketches), 1906 
Missions of California (21 oils— complete set), 1906 
Calaveras Big Trees, 1907 
The Canyon of Yosemite, 1908

UNDATED PICTURES:
Cascades at the Head of Happy Isles 
Vernal Falls
Mt. Lyell and its Glacier 
Mariposa Grove 
Monterey Coast 
Cypress Grove 
Along the Wharf
The Red Stack Row Boats (water-color)
Five Italian Fishermen 
Yosemite in Winter
Maps, From Yosemite Valley to Wawona and Mariposa 

Grove, and Yosemite Valley
EXHIBITIONS:

San Francisco, California
San Francisco Art Association, 1887 (Spring Exhibit) 
Mechanics Fair, 1887 
Bohemian Club, 1899-1904 
Sequoia Club 1907
Rabjohn and Marcom's Art Gallery, 1908 
Courvoisier Art Gallery, 1909 

Del Monte, California
Del Monte Art Gallery, 1907 

Washington, D.C.
Cosmos Club, 1906CLUBS:

Bohemian Club, San Francisco, California 
Royal Academy, Copenhagen, Denmark
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CHRISTIAN JORGENSEN 

BIBLIOGRAPHY

San Francisco News Letter, November 8, 1873
The San Franciscan, April 25, 1885
San Francisco Chronicle, March 20, 1887 
October 8, 1899— July 12, 1909 
June 10, 1922— August 7, 1928 
June 11, 1935— June 26, 1935

The Bay of San Francisco (a history), 1892 
Vol. II, Page 223

The Argonaut, September 11, 1905
Washington Herald, December 12, 1906
Washington Evening Star, December 15, 1906 

December 16, 1906
San Francisco Call, September 27, 1908 
January 10, 1909

The Overland, August 1929, Page 258
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San Francisco NEWS LETTER 
Gregory

SAN FRANCISCAN
Vol. 1, no. 1 - [Vol. 5, no. 22] (February 16, 1884 - [June 19, 1886]) 
No more published?

San Francisco CHRONICLE 
Gregory

THE BAY OF SAN FRANCISCO, THE METROPOLIS OF THE PACIFIC COAST AND 
ITS SUBURBAN CITIES: A HISTORY. 2 vols. Chicago: Lewis Publishing 
Company, 1892.

Rocq 7957

ARGONAUT
ULS

Washington HERALD
Gregory (District of Columbia)

Evening STAR
Gregory (District of Columbia)

CALL-BULLETIN
Gregory (California, San Francisco)

OVERLAND MONTHLY AND OUT WEST MAGAZINE 
ULS
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CHRISTIAN AUGUST JORGENSEN
b. October [4], [1860] Christiania [now Oslo], Norway
d. June 24, 1935 Piedmont, California

October 1: CSL; Death certificate
October 4: Genealogical Library, The Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-Day Saints (information courtesy 
Dr. Katherine Mather Littell)

1859: CAR; Obituary and Death certificate, age 75
1860: CSL; Genealogical Library, The Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-Day Saints (information courtesy 
Dr. Katherine Mather Littell)

OBITUARY
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE 

June 26, 1935, p. 11

WORK BY
Clark, Galen. INDIANS OF THE YOSEMITE VALLEY AND VICINITY: THEIR 
HISTORY, CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS. Yosemite Valley, California:
Galen Clark, 1904. 110 pp. Rocq 5175.

Illustrations by CAJ.

MONOGRAPHIC SOURCES

CALIFORNIA DESIGN 1910.
111.: THE PINNACLES, YOSEMITE VALLEY, 1901

Murphy, Thomas Dowler. ON SUNSET HIGHWAYS: A BOOK OF MOTOR RAMBLES 
IN CALIFORNIA. Boston: Page, 1915.

111.: VERNAL FALLS, YOSEMITE (color)

NEWSPAPER AND PERIODICAL SOURCES 
BANCROFTIANA

No. 44 (April, 1969), pp. 5-7, "Jorgenson [sic] Oils," by
George P. Hammond, ill.: PALA, ASISTENCIA OF MISSION SAN LUIS REY

MONTEREY PENINSULA HERALD
October 29, 1960, p. A4, ill.: CARMEL MISSION

NATIONAL MAGAZINE
Vol. 42 (July-August, 1915), pp. 609-616, "Chris Jorgensen:

A Versatile California Artist," by George Wharton James, 
bio. info., ills.

OVERLAND MONTHLY
Vol. 80, no. 1 (July, 1922), p. 6, ill.: THE SHIP

(continued)
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NEWSPAPER AND PERIODICAL SOURCES (continued)
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

September 12, 1917, p. 3, to close Yosemite studio and travel 
March 1, 1931, RP, p. 4, ill.: THE MOUNTAIN THAT WAS GOD

EXHIBITION CATALOGUE

Davis, California. FROM FRONTIER TO FIRE.

BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORIES

BAY OF SAN FRANCISCO, Vol. 2, pp. 223-224
Dawdy 1
Samuels

INDEXES
Schwartz 
Smith and Moure

ARCHIVAL SOURCE

CSL (1912: Piedmont)


